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ism. ' '4 2 Rightly, like Lewald and other scholars before him,
Dr. Rabel would like to see the ordre public clause restricted
to those branches of law which "have to serve public inter-
ests."

May the next volume of this admirable work soon be
accessible to all those who, like the reviewer, are grateful
for what the first two volumes have taught them.

Martin Wolfft

LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY AND THE USE OF LAW BOOKS. By Ar-
thur S. Beardsley* and Oscar C. Orman.** Brooklyn:
The Foundation Press, Inc., 2nd ed. 1947. Pp. xii, 653.
$6.00.

It is refreshing to find, in a book on legal bibliography
designed to assist law students and legal researchers, at least
a passing reference, where statutory construction is dis-
cussed, to the subject of legislative intent. The authors de-
vote one chapter to Legislation, wherein they say, "It is
sometimes desirable to trace a bill from its introduction to
final passage by the Congress."'  This faint recognition of
the importance of legislative history is an all too tentative
and timid step to be sure, but still a step in the right direc-
tion.

Any law library these days that feels it is complete when
it has provided the standard reports, digests, statutes and
treatises is indeed living in the good old days. And any law
school which neglects to prepare its students in the use of
"nonlegal legal material" as well as in the use of the con-
ventional research sources is turning out ill-equipped grad-
uates. Particularly are the graduates handicapped if they
find themselves involved in a question of federal law. More
and more the federal courts are relying on the legislative
history of a statute when interpreting it, and more and more
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lawyers are investigating the history before advising a client
on the procedure necessary to comply with a statute.2

Although there are numerous references to legislative
history in court opinions in recent years, such references are
far more numerous in the briefs filed with the courts. There
is no accurate measure for judging how great an influence
such citations by counsel have on court decisions, but it is
certain that they are not ignored. The recent case of Hynes
v. Grimes Packing Co.2 illustrates the importance of delving
into legislative history. This case involved the validity of
an administrative regulation purporting to give a tribe of
Alaskan Indians exclusive fishing rights in certain waters.
The answer depended on the proper reconciliation of several
statutes dealing with lands, fishing and Indians. The briefs
filed by both sides placed heavy emphasis on congressional
hearings and reports on the several statutes, and on several
bills which were not finally enacted. It is-apparent from the
opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals that careful con-
sideration had been given to the citations offered by coun-
sel.

In speaking of the process of construction, Mr. Justice
Frankfurter has said: "We must, no doubt, accord the words
the sense in which Congress used them. . . . Statutes are
not archaeological documents to be studied in a library. They
are written to guide the actions of men."4  Justice Frank-
furter criticizes the rigid English method of interpretation
which does not go beyond the statute itself and remarks: "If
the purpose of construction is the ascertainment of mean-
ing, nothing that is logically relevant should be excluded.",,

2. In Spiegel's Estate v. Commissioner, 69 Sup. Ct. 301 (1949), Mr.
Justice Frankfurter demonstrates the importance of legislative
materials in a quantitative fashion. He fipds 134 cases which fall
under the heading "Decisions During the Past Decade in Which
Legislative History was Decisive of Construction of a Particular
Statutory Provision." Id. at 355.

3. 165 F.2d 323 (C. C. A. 9th 1947), cert. granted, 333 U. S. 866
(1948).

4. Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47 COL. L. REv. 527,
536 (1947).

5. Id. at 541. Mr. Justice Frankfurter's conception of the interpreta-
tive process is detailed in Wolfson, Book Review, 23 IND. L. J.
381 (1948). Mr. Justice Jackson seems to believe that the British
courts, which, "with their long accumulation of experience, con-
sider Parliamentary proceedings toa treacherous a ground for in-
terpretation of statutes," follow a practice that is not without
merit: "... after all, should a statute mean to a court what was
in the minds but not put into the words of men behind it, or
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He traces the progress of the Supreme Court from the early
days when the tendency was to follow the English rule of
interpretation, to the present emphasis on legislative back-
ground.

Legislative reports were increasingly drawn upon, state-
ments by those in charge of legislation, reports of investigating
committees, recommendations of agencies entrusted with the
enforcement of laws, etc. When Mr. Justice Holmes came to
the Court, the U. S. Reports were practically barren of refer-
ences to legislative materials. These swarm in current vol-
umes. And let me say in passing that the importance that
such materials play in Supreme Court litigation carry far-
reaching implications for bench and bar.5

Quite aside from their value in the practice of law,
legislative materials are a guide to the trend of legislation,
and to the acute observer are a portent of things to come.
Reports of investigating committees of Congress are fre-
quently the basis of reform legislation. The bar, more than
any other group of citizens, should accept the responsibility
of advising the Congress or the legislature, and of inform-
ing the public on developments in the law.

Although legislative background material is more easily
available for federal statutes, its importance in state legisla-
tion is also becoming recognized. Usually there are no writ-
ten committee reports, published hearings or debates on state
legislation. However, there are frequently recommenda-
tions by local bar associations and civic organizations, and,
occasionally, by special investigating committees. Since this
sort of material is the closest approach to background infor-
mation, it is extremely important. A commercial service
company in New York has recently started the publication
of the New York State Legislative Annual7 which tries to
collect these scattered bits of data into one volume. It has
had an enthusiastic reception from lawyers and professors
in that state.

The value of legislative material is so obviously vital

should it mean what its language reasonably conveys to those
who are expected to obey it?" Jackson, The Meaning of Statutes:
What Congress Says or What the Court Says, 34 A. B. A. J. 535,
538 (1948).

6. Frankfurter, supra note 4, at 542 (italics supplied).
7. New York Legislative Service, Inc., 299 Broadway, New York 7,

N. Y. The first anuual was for the 1946 session of the legisla-
ture.
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to a lawyer, that it seems superfluous to spend time stressing
the point." Yet it is unfortunately true that many libraries
neglect this field, and many students are ignorant of it. One
could wish that the authors of Legal Bibliography and the
Use of Law Books had developed their chapter more fully.

Two other important chapters, new in this second edi-
tion, are on Administrative Law and Procedure and Adminis-
trative Rules and Regulations. Administrative law, of course,
is the most fluid field of law, and usually most confusing
to the young lawyer. Chapters X and XI attempt to explain
the use of the leading tools, chief of which are the Federal
Register and the Code of Federal Regulations. The authors
must have written these chapters long before the date of
publication of the book. For instance, they continually cite
Graske's Federal Reference Manual which was published
in 1939 and was completely out of date by 1947. They refer
to "annual" supplements to Graske, when actually there was
only one supplement, in 1940. They say of this outdated
work that it is "One of the most satisfactory manuals for
locating the rules of the administrative courts, bureaus, and
commissions." Today the only "satisfactory," as well as
accurate, way to locate administrative rules is by the use
of the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations.
The authors discuss the last two publications,9 but they un-
dermine the value of the Code by giving as an illustration a
regulation of the Interior Department, which they say can
be obtained "only by writing to the Secretary of the Inter-

8. However, Mr. Justice Jackson reminds us that the emphasis pres-
ently placed on legislative history

. . . has very practical consequences to the profession.
The lawyer must consult all of the committee reports
on the bill, and on all its antecedents, and all that its
supporters and opponents said in debate, and then pre-
dict what part of the conflicting views will likely appeal
to a majority of the Court. Only the lawyers of the
capital or the most prosperous offices in the large cities
can have all the necessary legislative material available.
The average law office cannot afford to collect, house
and index all this material. Its use by the Court puts
knowledge of the law practically out of reach of all except
the Government and a few law offices.

Jackson, supra note 5, at 538. In practice the task of gathering
legislative material on a particular issue is probably less prodigious
than Mr. Justice Jackson suggests. The essential documents can
be located by number and the documents themselves obtained from
any depository library.

9. Pp. 155-8.
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ior."'10 If they had looked in the Code they would have found
the regulation in question." It is unfortunate to create the
impression that the Federal Register and the Code of Federal
Regulations are not fulfilling their statutory functions.

Although it is true that any article on administrative law
is likely to be out of date before it is published, it is un-
fortunate that the authors did not do some last minute re-
vising of this chapter. It is strange indeed to find a book,
dated 1947, discussing the Walter-Logan bill which was ve-
toed in 1940, but not mentioning the Federal Administrative
Procedure Act, the cornerstone of present day administra-
tive law, which was approved on June 11, 1946.

This volume is equipped with a pamphlet supplement
of Assignments,- to be used in legal bibliography courses.
No assignments whatever are suggested for the chapters on
Legislation, Administrative Law and Procedure, or Adminis-
trative Rules and Regulations. It is all too evident that these
important fields of modern law have not been fully embraced
into the fold. One can only hope that the professors who
teach legal bibliography will be more advanced than the
authors of Legal Bibliography and the Use of Law Books.

Elizabeth Finleyf

10. Pp. 153-4.
11. 43 CODE FED. REGS. § 69.12 (Cum. Supp. 1943).

t Librarian, Covington, Burling, Rublee & Shorb, Washington, D. C.
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